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Claire McRandal as Raymonde in Flea in her Ear

BLT Chair
“I said at the
beginning of
my previous
column in
Spotlights that
I was writing at
the beginning
of the first
sunny day of
the summer. It
turns out I’m
afraid that it was one of the few sunny
days of the summer and I should
have stilled my pen because I clearly
brought the dismal summer weather
we have largely seen ever since.
Life at BLT continues as always. We
are in the middle of the August break,
preparations for the September
production of Whipping It Up proceed
at hectic pace. Planning for both
the 2012 season and membership
renewal are underway, the youth
group is up and running and dozens
of children are preparing themselves
for an Autumn of weekends spent
rehearsing for the December
production of Oliver. At the same time,
we remain, as always, hand to mouth
in the back stage running of BLT and
one occupation of the Board and
Playgoers as we go into the Autumn

will be looking at strategies to increase
the number of set designers, set
builders, lighting designers, lighting
operators etc.
BLT, the company and charity held, its
AGM on Monday 18 July. Key points
discussed included:
•

•

Artistic values remain a key
strength at BLT. Moreover, with
special thanks to Pauline Armour,
our aim is to increase further,
the quality and consistency of
productions through an artistic
assurance scheme. The focus
will be on making sure each
production has support available
to iron out any difficulties
that may arise early on in the
production process and will
see longstanding BLT Directors
supporting each other as well as
new Directors to BLT.
Our finances remain healthy
as previously reported,
and we continue to run a
surplus. Significant discussion
was had though on the need for
significant expenditure on the
theatre building, for example the
parlous state of the roof and the
need for a new one. This is before
we any long desired development
to improve the facilities. However,
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•

as many members are aware,
we cannot make the necessary
investment in the theatre until
we are clear that we have a
sufficiently long lease to make
such investment worthwhile. Our
current lease is up for renewal
at the beginning of 2012 and
securing a sufficiently long new
lease is the key priority for the
Board for the remainder of this
year.
Finally, having reported on the sad
loss of Tom Pead in the previous
edition of Spotlights, BLT lost
Howard Wilson on 28 June. Many
are aware that Howard, with the
wonderful support of his wife
Christine, fought a positive and
life affirming battle with motor
neurone disease. It was a mark of
the man that even in this matter,
Howard maintained his joyous
and quietly persistent approach
to life. Later on in this edition
we have published the tribute to
Howard from Jane Buckland at
the commemoration of his life
on 12 July. That says more than I
ever can in this column. But BLT
has lost a great stage manager
and actor and I will miss him as a
person enormously.”

Samantha Barrass

Spotlights is published by Bromley Little Theatre Ltd., North Street, Bromley, Kent BR1 1SB. Any views and/or opinions expressed by individuals in
Spotlights are done so independently and are not necessarily the opinions of Bromley Little Theatre Ltd or its directors.
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Hello everyone! My name is Dominic Howell
and I’m the new Chairman of the Playgoers’

Committee. Some of you may have seen me on
stage over the past few years - I played Jeffrey
Fairbrother in May’s production of Hi de Hi and others may will have encountered me at
the coffee bar in recent months. If you don’t

know me, I hope to meet you at the theatre at

some point in the coming months. I joined the

Playgoers’ Committee last year as I felt that having appeared on the BLT stage

several times, I should try and make a contribution behind the scenes. I took the
view that it is all very well prancing around on stage and having a jolly time in

costume, but it takes an awful lot of work to put on shows and keep the theatre

running on a day to day basis. In fact, the performances are the tip of the iceberg.
As a poacher turned gamekeeper as it were, I’d like to express my gratitude on

behalf of the actors to everyone who works to make the shows possible - be that

sound and lighting, box office, coffee and bar, theatre maintenance, accounts and
finance, legal issues, anything and everything that stops the roof falling in and
means audiences can come and see our shows.

It is customary at this stage to say thank you to my predecessor. Simon Peel has
been a tireless servant of the theatre for many years and I am daunted to be

board@bromleylittletheatre.org
playgoers@bromleylittletheatre.org

Chairman:

chairman@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07900 580841
Key: Samantha Barrass

Finance:

ﬁnance@bromleylittletheatre.org
Key: Howard Binysh

Artistic:

artistic@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07984 722308
Keys: Pauline Armour,
Jane Buckland

Youth Group:

youthgroup@bromleylittletheatre.org
Key: Playgoers & Board

Membership:

membership@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07871 155216
Key: Christina Jeremiah

Box Oﬃce:

following in his footsteps. I can say at the outset that I won’t be able to match

boxoﬃce@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07917 853621
Key: Sue Clarke

make the experience of playgoers to be an enjoyable one. Maybe appearing in

Production:

his all-around abilities and skills but I do hope I can help in a small way to

fewer shows is the right way to start! I would like to foster a spirit of common
endeavour at the theatre and for everyone to bear in mind how many people

give up considerable time and energy to make it the best place to see theatre in
Bromley! If you would like to get involved in any way we are always looking for
volunteers to help make our shows better and better.

production@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07890 724071
Key: Chris Stewart

Spotlights:

Spotlights@bromleylittletheatre.org
Key: Playgoers & Board

Dominic Howell

Website:

webmaster@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07939 034437
Key: Paul Johnson

Bar:

bar@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 01689 870326
Key: Pauline Pead
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Flea Ear
in
her

REV

• Adapted and directed by Stevie Hughes

A

mazingly, like the rest
of his celebrated French
farces, Feydeau’s ‘A
Flea in Her Ear’ has never
previously been seen at BLT.
Mind you, I nearly didn’t see
this production either. By the
time I got around to booking
it was all sold out. Thankfully,
I was able to pick up a spare
returned ticket, but it was a
close call.

Has this ever happened to you?
If so, I suggest you sign up
for BLT’s new email bulletins.
Simply go to the website at
www.bromleylittletheatre.org
enter your email address in the
box on the home page (you’ll
find it just under ‘Coming Soon
to BLT’) and you’ll be signed
up automatically. You’ll then
be emailed a gentle and timely
reminder to book just before
each show.
OK commercial over, back to
the review.

There have been occasions at
BLT when directors have also
acted in their own productions.
But directing, acting and
writing? As Stevie Hughes
pointed out in his programme
notes, he had no alternative.
When ‘Flea’ was first mooted
as a production by BLT’s
Playgoers’ Pick competition
last year, Stevie agreed to
direct, little knowing that he
would not only have to take
over the part of ‘Tournel’, but
that the rights to the play itself
would be withheld, thanks
to an impending production
at the Old Vic. Showing
commendable tenacity (and
taking advantage of the fact
that Feydeau’s works are now
out of copyright) he bravely set
about writing his own version,
retaining the story, characters
and devices but resetting it in
mid-20th Century Paris and rejigging the dialogue to make it
more relevant to modern ears.
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I won’t attempt to summarise
the plot as we’d be here all day,
if not several weeks. ‘Flea’ was
once memorably described
as like watching a tennis
match with twelve players
all playing at once. I can
confirm this, having attended
the aforementioned Old Vic
version which I found to be
bewilderingly frenetic and
complex. So I’m glad to report
that here, Feydeau’s maelstrom
of mistaken identity, marital
infidelity, illicit liasons and
flying dental appliances was
much simpler to follow and far
easier to enjoy.
In his pivotal dual role as
Victor-Emmanuel Chandebise
and hotel porter Poche,
Tony Wright-Jones was both
exhausting and exhilarating
to watch. Sustaining two
such demanding roles must
have been difficult, yet he
coped with it not just ably,
but admirably. As his wife
Raymonde, Claire McRandal hit
just the right note and added
a certain coquettish glamour
to the proceedings, aided and
abetted by the ever-reliable
Julie Binysh as her best friend

Photography: Chris Stewart

A
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Lucienne. Newcomer Kyle
Cluett wrestled manfully – and
successfully - with the mangled
speech of Camille and it was
nice to see Dennis and Nikki
Packham so obviously getting
a kick out of portraying the
couple running the notorious
Hotel Oo-La-La. A literal kick
in Dennis’ case!

Elsewhere, Felix Catto and
Martin Bunyan turned
in characteristically fine
performances as Dr. Finache
and Etienne the butler.
Likewise, Bob Etherington
had a ball as Hungrich, the
shouty german guest, while
Patrick Brown added to his
gallery of skilfully-drawn BLT
characters as Baptiste, one
of the seedy denizens of the
hotel (I particularly enjoyed his
between-acts divertissement
with Nikki Packham, where
I swear Hi De Hi’s Ted
Bovis made an incognito
reappearance!). Samantha
Elgar and Holly Marsh lent
strong support as Anoinette
the cook and Eugenie the
potty-mouthed chambermaid,
although I couldn’t help feeling
that the latter’s frequent use
of the word ‘Twat’ was more
21st century Poplar than mid20th Century Paris! Meanwhile,
Glenn Aylott enjoyed himself
tremendously as Don Carlos,
Lucienne’s hot-blooded pistolpacking husband. Sadly, this
was Glenn’s final performance
at BLT but he went out with
a bang – in both senses of the
word. Costumes and wigs
(by Lorraine Spenceley) were
similarly well-judged and
suited the director’s intention
to evoke the glamour of the
period.

However, this Flea in Her
Ear was not without its Flies
in the Ointment. Whilst
acknowledging the difficulties
imposed by the need to swiftly
alternate between two sets
on BLT’s ‘compact’ stage, did
they have to be so underdressed? The Chandebises’
drawing room was made
unrelentingly drab by the use
of black drapes as the back
wall which, unfortunately,
turned a rather grubby grey
sludge colour when lit from
the front. Likewise, surely
the Hotel Oo-La-La would
have been enhanced by a few
pictures on the wall, say, or a
couple of potted plants? As it
was, it resembled a particularly
unappealing government
institution rather than a
decadent den of iniquity. And
the absence of a bedroom door
to slam is definitely a major
omission in a farce!

However, these criticisms
aside, Stevie and his cast and
crew are to be congratulated
on giving Feydeau such a fine
and ambitious debut at BLT.
Here’s hoping that it won’t be
another 60-odd years before he
makes a further appearance!
Paul Campion
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the D.R.A.M.A.s
Hi, I’m Kirsty!
And I’m Ed!
And we are the Democratic
Republic of Absolutely Mad
Actors!... the D.R.A.M.A.s... get it?

Next term we’re going to be
looking at the
whole schbang:
lighting, costumes,
the works!

Do you like the theatre?

We have two shows
coming up, ‘The
Shakespeare Thingy’
on the 2nd-4th
March, and our main
house production in
early August.

Do you like ALL aspects of the
theatre?

Both will be brilliant so
be sure to check them out!

Previously known as the BLT
Youth Group.
Do you like acting?

In which case, join us every
Sunday from 3-5pm at the
Bromley Little Theatre for tons
of fun!
You’ll meet loads of friendly
people between the ages of 11-18!
It’s always a laugh, but we’re
constantly working hard
towards a performance.
Our next one is a showcase on
September 4th. Come along at 5pm
and watch for free!
We’ve put together a collection
of sketches for the show and,
as always, it’s our decisions as
much as the organisers.

to get the group to make the
decisions, and not rely on the
organisers.

So, Kirsty! You’ve just joined
youth group, what were your
ﬁrst impressions?
Well, Ed, at ﬁrst it was rather
intimidating, everyone being so
loud and energetic, but once I
settled in, I felt at home. It’s so
fun, and I’m always laughing!
There’s never a dull moment,
and everyone gets involved (even
if the shyer characters need a
little poking at ﬁrst!). It’s such
a relaxed, happy atmosphere; I
always leave in a far better mood
than I was in when I went in.
You, however, Ed, have been at
youth group for a while. How has
it changed?
Apart from the
time change?
Well it’s still the
same friendly
atmosphere it
always has been,
but everybody
gets more
involved now;
there’s been
a real shift
6

The
other big change will
come next term when we start
looking at all aspects of the
theatre, and to be honest Kirsty,
I can’t wait!

So if you want to try some acting,
No matter how much you’ve
done before,
Or learn more about any aspect of
the theatre,
Or just have a good laugh,
Come and join us!
The Democratic Republic of
Absolutely Mad Actors!
You know the time,
And you know the place,
But if you still have some
questions, just email us! At
youthgroup@bromleylittletheatre.org

There’s always someone friendly
on the other end, so don’t
hesitate to ask us about anything.
See you soon!
Ed Vander and Kirsty DolanMurphy

Howard Wilson: a tribute

H

oward’s exemplary and rather
wonderful life at Bromley
Little Theatre began in 1994
when, as Christine told me, he found
himself almost by chance, cast in the
role of the Porter in Macbeth. This
drunken, lascivious, foul mouthed,
old goat could not have been further
from the courtly, kind and considerate
Howard who was so loved at BLT but
I know he would have performed the
role with relish.

I first met Howard in 2005 when
we were both in a performance of
Sobel’s Ghetto, a grim and moving
story of resistance and sacrifice
during the Holocaust. He played the
part of Kruk, one of the characters
who compromised least in the play
and who refused to cooperate with
the Nazis even to save his own life.
This Character’s inner strength and
integrity echoed one of my first
impressions of Howard, even before
his sense of fun and kindness became
also apparent. The production battled
with various difficulties in rehearsals
until finally one night we were told
that the artistic director had decided
to pull the show, the first time such
a decision had been taken in living
memory. The cast were in uproar, the
director was in tears and as we stood
in the bar, Howard and I, with people
milling around, he turned to me and
said quietly but firmly, “this can’t
happen.” And it didn’t, changes were
organised, people made heroic efforts
and the show did go on and was a
success, albeit a qualified one.
Howard had the ability to be the
stillness at the heart of the storm,
the moral centre of any group but
more remarkably he could be these
things while at the same time being
enormous fun. There was nothing
pious or holier than thou about him
(unless, of course, he was playing
a comedy bishop.) In the crazy,

sometimes solipsistic world of
amateur theatre, Howard never fell
out with anyone; I never heard a single
person have an ill word to say of him
and if he found an individual trying
or difficult to work with he kept his
own counsel and quietly avoided
their company. He never gossiped.
(Perhaps only those of you here today
involved in the theatre will appreciate
quite how admirable and unusual that
was!)

Whilst impressive in serious roles it
was in comedy that Howard sparkled
and I had the joyful task of directing
him on more than one occasion. As
Zangler in On the Razzle, resplendent
in Ruritanian red uniform and
ludicrous feathered helmet, he romped
his way through puns and slapstick
enjoying every moment of rehearsal
and performance. As the Bishop of Lax
in See How they Run, he ran through
French windows leaping athletically
over, comatose spinsters like a
geriatric but still sprightly gazelle and
as Godfrey in Dad’s Army he milked
every last drop of comedy from that
character’s unfortunately unreliable
internal plumbing. He knew the
devil was in the detail and I fondly
remember his carefully rehearsing
over and over again a tricky trouser
changing episode in On the Razzle as
though it was a piece of particularly
challenging brain surgery.
Howard is remembered with such
affection and respect at BLT not
just for his acting but also for his
role as stage manager on so many
productions. He was one of the best
stage managers we had. He only liked
to work on shows which presented
a challenge, such as numerous and
complicated props or set changes. He
was a stickler for detail, impeccably
organized and a quite brilliant
manager of the backstage team. No
one arrived late or failed to take
7

trouble over the smallest of tasks on
Howard’s shows, not because he was a
martinet or tyrant but simply because
you just didn’t ever want to let Howard
down. Backstage props were placed
on tables squared off with masking
tape with sections marked as “severed
leg one” or “second pistol.” A place for
everything in its place. And of course
there was always cake, usually tiffin.
When he became ill and could no
longer act or stage manage he and
Christine came to every show they
possibly could, in the latter months
in the space for his wheelchair at the
front of the auditorium from where
his and Christine’s ready laughter
encouraged many a young actor in
a comedy role to think themselves a
comic genius judging by the audience’s
reaction.
I know that many people at BLT feel as
I do, that we were privileged to work
and have fun alongside this man. His
quiet integrity, his kindness, his laugh,
his gentlemanly demeanour, his wit
and his patient encouragement of
younger and less experienced actors
are all things we will miss terribly.
- Jane Buckland

He was a man, take him for all in all, I
shall not look upon his like again

Planning the 2012 season has come around again very
quickly and many hours have been spent pouring over play
catalogues, web sites and reading a wide range of scripts
including those suggested by our members. In addition we
have revisited the plays put forward by members last year
and some suggestions have again made it into the 2012
programme.
During 2012 we aim to expand our programme by
increasing the number of bar productions which have
proved to be very successful and have played to 100%
capacity. In addition the Youth Theatre has been relaunched and there will be opportunities throughout the
year to show case their achievements in both the main
house and the bar.
We are also pleased to announce that along with hundreds
of other companies up and down the country BLT is
participating in the Royal Shakespeare Company’s ‘Open
Stages’ programme. This means that we may be given
the opportunity to perform at regional venues during 2012
show casing our particular tribute to either the actual works
of Shakespeare, those of his contemporaries or writing
adapted along a Shakespearian theme.

To Be Confirmed

M
A Directed by Pauline Armour
R
C
H
Performances March 16 -24

BTG
Festival
Entry

In March Pauline Armour directs our 2012 entry into the Bromley
Theatre Guild Festival. At the time of going to print several
options are being explored as performing rights are negotiated
and secured. Watch the website for an announcement in the next
few weeks and for audition details. Auditions 16 October at
3-30;

Jerusalem

- Jez Butterworth

Performances April 20 -28

A Directed by Dave Armour
P
R
I
L

In April we present the seriously dramatic and deeply moving
Equus by one of our greatest British playwrights – Peter Shaffer.
Tony Jenner who brought us Amadeus in 2010 directs this
challenging piece which explores the mind of a deeply disturbed
young man following the mutilation of 6 horses. The play was
revived in the West End last year with Daniel Radcliffe making
his stage debut following his success as Harry Potter. Recent
reviews comment on how well the play has stood the test of time
and how its revival was richly deserved with its powerful mix of
psychiatric casebook and detective story. Auditions 16 October
at 5-30;

Again it has proved tricky to secure the performing rights
for all of the shows we had in mind and a certain amount
of wheeling and dealing has been required to put together
a programme which we hope reﬂects the eclectic tastes of
our membership.
So here we go:

Table Manners
- Alan Ayckbourn

Performances May 18 -26

California Suite

J - Neil Simon
A Directed by Nikki Packham
N
U
A
R
Y
Performances January 20-28

We open in January with Nikki Packham, hot from her successful
best actress award in the Bromley Theatre Guild Festival,
directing her second production for BLT, the extremely funny
California Suite by the ever popular Neil Simon which shows
his writing at his most humane, compassionate and witty best.
Set in a hotel suite, four highly entertaining stories, unrelated
other than their location are guaranteed to start the year off on a
positive note with an effortlessly laughing audience. Auditions
18 September at 2-00;

M
A
Y

Directed by Patricia Melluish

In May we welcome Patricia Melluish, although new as a director
to BLT, her work is well known to many other companies in
the area. The mood is lightened by one of Alan Ayckbourn’s
comedies from the acclaimed Norman Conquests Trilogy –
Table Manners. You can expect the usual mix of fraught family
relationships, absurd situations and laughter which arise from
the hopes, dreams , fears and frustrations of ill matched couples
and hopeless singletons. The play is still absolutely fresh two
generations after it was ﬁrst produced packed with great wit but
also real, compassionate insights into the mundanity of middle
class life in the 1970s and also, one fears, today. Auditions to
be announced in 2012;

Equus

- Peter Schaffer

Performances June 15 -23

Night
F Twelfth
- William Shakespeare
E
B Directed by Abi Topley
R
U
A
R
Y

Performances February 17 -25

Our contribution to the RSC Open Stages Programme is our
February production when Abbi Topley takes on Shakespeare’s
Twelfth Night renowned for its opening line ‘If music be the food
of love – play on’ and of course the hapless Malvolio’s yellow
stockings. Abi and her team are assured to deliver a production
that is engaging, fast moving and bridges the divide between the
16th and 21st centuries. Auditions 18 September at 4-00;
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J Directed by Tony Jenner
U
N
E

Our June production is in the capable hands of Jane Buckland
who directs a hilarious romp of a play ‘London Assurance’ by
the Victorian playwright Dion Boucicault which sold out during
the 2010 Summer season at The National with many accolades
for the performances of Simon Russell – Beale and Fiona Shaw.
The plot follows the classic Restoration comedy genre (although
written over 100 years later) where impecunious toffs spent their
lives frittering away money that they do not have and pursuing
romantic intrigues with inappropriate women. The combination of
ridiculous characters in an unlikely tale of mistaken identities is
guaranteed to generate sustained laughter throughout the entire
performance. Auditions to be announced in 2012;

BLT’s 2012 Main
House Season

J
U
L
Y

Humble Boy
- Charlotte Jones

Performances July 13 -21

Directed by Robert Dilks

Robert Dilks directs our July production, the darkly amusing
comedy ‘Humble Boy’ by Charlotte Jones which was
commissioned for the National Theatre and played to great
acclaim by a cast which included Diana Rigg and Simon Russell
Beale. Billed as “a comedy about broken vows, failed hopes
and the joys of beekeeping” Humble Boy abounds with comic
moments ranging from clever wordplay to low farce and black
comedy. Following on from his excellent Abigails Party (2010)
and The Glass Menagerie (2011) Robert and his team will
most certainly move the audience from laughter to tears with
some appropriately timed cringing and groaning along the way.
Auditions to be announced in 2012;

Obsession
S Dangerous
- N. J. Crisp
E Directed by TBC
P
T
E
M
B
E
R
Performances September 14 -22

After the August break we start the Autumn Season with a taut
psychological thriller Dangerous Obsession by NJ Crisp set in
an opulent security conscious house in the home counties. When
an insigniﬁcant visitor unexpectedly calls late on a summer’s
afternoon the intrigue, mystery, tension, suspense and shocks
begin. First performed in the West End with Dinsdale Landon in
the role of the visitor the play has enjoyed well received recent
National Tours. ‘So powerfully are the tricks of suspense applied
that the audience dared not cough for fear of missing the next
turn of the screw’ Times. Don’t forget to lock your doors when
you get home and be careful who is watching! Auditions to be
announced in 2012;

N
O
V
E
M
B
E
R
D
E
C
E
M
B
E
R

Calander Girls

O - Adapted by Tim Firth
C Directed by Paul Campion
T
O
B
E
R
Performances October 12 -20

In October BLT becomes one of the ﬁrst amateur companies
in Great Britain to perform the blockbuster Calendar Girls by
Tim Firth directed by Paul Campion. The play hardly needs
any introduction so popular and well know are the ﬁlm version
starring Julie Walters and the touring version with Linda
Bellingham. The true and genuinely heart warming story revolves
around a group of WI ladies from a small branch in Yorkshire who
raised money for charity by posing in the nude for a calendar – all
done in the best possible taste of course. Under Paul Campion’s
direction we can be assured that the comic timing will be spot on
with lashings of gentle humour, some great visual gags, the odd
belly laugh and of course the inevitable tears. Auditions to be
announced in 2012;
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Jerusalem

- Jez Butterworth

Performances November 9 -17

Directed by Dan Armour

BLT has secured another ﬁrst for November when we again
become one of the ﬁrst amateur companies to perform Jez
Butterworth’s outstanding play Jerusalem which has won award
after award both in the UK and America. Jerusalem premiered at
the Royal Court Theatre in 2009 and featured Mark Rylance in
an astonishing performance as Johnny Byron, a modern day pied
piper and a wanted man. Accolades for the play are endless: A
wonderful rollicking dark comedy about contemporary life in rural
England (Financial Times); Unarguably one of the best dramas of
the 21st century (Guardian). Dan Armour takes on the directorial
challenge of this expansive play which in the words of The
Observer ‘ keeps coming at its audience in unpredictable gusts,
rolling from comic to furious, from winsome to bawdy.’ Auditions
to be announced in 2012;

To be confirmed.
Performances December 7-15

Details of our December production will be announced later the
in the year. Be assured of an extravaganza in keeping with the
Festive spirit. Auditions to be announced in 2012;

BLT’s 2012
Bar Season
In January 2011 we launched our
ﬁrst Bar Theatre programme with
Alan Bennett’s Talking Heads
which was very well received
and played to full houses.
Bouncers by John Godber also
proved to be extremely popular
and audience feedback about
the bar events has been very
positive. We anticipate that
our October production of The
Weir by Conor McPherson will
also be very successful and
on the strength of this pleasing
picture the 2012 Bar Theatre
programme will be expanded
to include 6 productions all
carefully chosen to suit the
informal ambience of the bar
setting. There is a possibility that
some bar productions could play
for an extra night.

FEBRUARY
Bombshells

- by Joanna Murray
The 2012 Bar Theatre season
opens with Bombshells by the
very talented and award winning
Australian writer Joanna MurraySmith. Jane Lobb directs this
series of hilarious and moving
monologues which played to
great acclaim at the Edinburgh
Fringe Festival in 2004. The
witty, insightful writing provides
a challenging opportunity for
performers to bring to life 6
very different women. Over the
course of the night, the audience
is introduced to a frazzled
mother and a bride to be; a
cactus loving wife and a lonely
widow; a teenage wannabe star
and a fading singer. Auditions:
Sunday 18 September at 6 pm;
Performances: February 2 -5

MAY

NOVEMBER

Shakers

Betrayal

John Godber’s companion
piece to Bouncers the action
packed, fun ﬁlled Shakers is
our May production directed by
Wayne Sheridan – one of ‘the
bouncers’ himself. Four feisty
cocktail waitresses show us the
life of the cocktail bar in a strong
ensemble in which they portray a
myriad of entertaining characters
as well as giving us a glimpse
of their own not so glitzy lives.
Auditions: To be announced in
2012; Performances May 3 – 6

For November we have applied
for the performing rights for
Harold Pinter’s taut drama
Betrayal which has very recently
played to great acclaim in
the West End starring Kristen
Scott Thomas. Considered to
be a Pinter masterpiece by
many theatre critics Betrayal
concerns itself with the devious
workings of the human heart,
with love and guilt and passion.
This production will be directed
by Mike Weaver – a new
director to BLT – although well
known as a director at the
Geoffrey Whitworth Theatre.
Auditions: To be announced
in 2012; Performances 21
-25 November DEPENDING
ON AVAILABILITY OF
PERFORMING RIGHTS.

- by John Godber

JULY
Shirley Valentine
- by Willy Russell

In July Dave Armour directs Willy
Russell’s ever popular Shirley
Valentine which really requires
no introduction at all. From chips
and egg in a Liverpool semi to
sun and sangria on a Greek
Island Shirley’s story captures
the imagination of everyone who
yearns to break away and live
a more fulﬁlling life. Auditions:
To be announced in 2012;
Performances July 26 – 30

SEPTEMBER
Talking Heads
- by Alan Bennett

At the beginning of September
we are proud to present more
Talking Heads by Alan Bennett
– the three we did not include
in the 2011 programme - Her
Big Chance, A Cream Cracker
under the Settee and Soldiering
On. Pauline Armour will oversee
a collaborative workshop type
production giving the opportunity
for new directors to work on
one or more of the monologues.
Auditions: To be announced in
2012; Performances August 30
–September 2
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- by Harold Pinter

Actors wanted for Churchill Theatre
Dear Bromley Little Theatre,

My name is Finn Beames, and I am the Resident Director for PW
Production’s national Number One Tour of An Inspector Calls -- on behalf
of the company I am writing to express our interest in working with
you. This production, originally produced by the National Theatre in
1992 and directed by Stephen Daldry, the director of Academy Awardwinning blockbusters Billy Elliot, The Hours and The Reader, has toured to
international acclaim and will be playing at the Bromley Churchill Theatre
on the week commencing November 21st 2011.

The show requires 10 - 12 supernumerary actors (non-speaking) -- hence
my making contact with your theatre group -- who are on stage during
the epic and breathtaking finale of the show. The role of these actors is
vital, and integral to Stephen’s radical re-staging. I need a variety of ages
and a good mix of men and women, though I’m afraid I can only cast from
eighteen years up due to licensing laws. I would be very happy to cast these
supernumeraries for the week in Bromley from the group of people that you
work with.

The way it works is this: we would arrange for a number of your group to
act in the show, and confirm each actor’s details (age, gender etc.) and their
availability. On the Tuesday of the week of the production, we would attend
the technical rehearsal and rehearse on stage. Performances commence that
evening. There will be a maximum of eight performances, and ideally all the
supernumerary actors should be able to perform in all eight performances.
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to email me on this address.
You can also find out more about the show at www.aninspectorcalls.com
-- the third picture in the gallery section is of the group of supernumerary
actors from the most recent West End run.

Want to learn how BLT’s sets get built?
Want to show off some of your skills?
Want to learn new skills?

You
u

Your Theatre Needs

Bromley little theatre is looking for people of all skill levels to help run
our sixteen shows perticularly anyone who would be interested in set
design or construction
If you or someone you know would be interested feel free to contact
Dom Howell for set enquieries Dominich@bromleylittletheatre.org

or Chris Stewart for General backstage Enquieries: cgert@hotmail.com

I’d love to hear from you soon and to get the ball rolling on this exciting
production!
With all best wishes,
Finn Beames

Forgot to book your
BLT tickets in time?

Try the new free email
bulletins service.
Signing up is easy: just visit the BLT website (www.bromleylittletheatre.org)
and enter your email address in the box on the front page. Or simply email
bulletins@bromleylittletheatre.org and type “Sign Me Up” in the subject line.
Either way, you’ll automatically receive a timely reminder to book before
every show, so you needn’t miss a thing. Happy days!
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AUDITIONS...
CALIFORNIA SUITE
- NEIL SIMON

Actress Oscar, nervously needing her husband Sidney who
is caring and supportive. However,when he has to deal with
Diana’s disappointment at not winning, the story of their
marriage is revealed... A witty, gently barbed but tender
portrait of two people and their particular relationship.

DIRECTED BY NIKKI PACKHAM
Audition: Sunday 18 September from 2.00pm to 3.45pm.
Cast:

Hannah Warren
40s
William (Billy)
40s
Marvin Michaels
40s
Bunny young(non-speaking)
Marvin
Millie
30s–40s
Diana Nichols
40s
Sidney
40s
Mort Hollender
40s
Beth
30s–40s
Stu Franklyn
40s
Gert Franklyn
30s–40s

Performance dates: 20 – 28
January 2012

Act II. Scene 3. Visitors from Chicago.
Mort Hollender is on holiday with his wife Beth and their best
friends Stu and Gert Franklyn. The perils of holidaying with
your best friends are wonderfully captured, as Beth’s injury
on the tennis court is blamed on Stu, resulting in mayhem in
the suite, as tempers fray, arguments erupt and more injuries
occur. A “Mexican wave” of comic moves. Fast and furious.

California Suite is
composed of 4 playlets
whose action takes place in
rooms 203 and 204 in the
Beverley Hills Hotel, Los
Angeles, California.

I should like to do this play with two actors playing the visitors
from New York, London and 2 of the visitors from Chicago
and a further two actors playing the visitors from Philadelphia
and the other two visitors from Chicago. This was done in
the original production in 1976 and I’m sure it gives great
opportunities for actors to really extend their range. It would
also mean that a small cast of 5, including Bunny, who could
be played by a member of the backstage crew, could more
easily rehearse outside whilst Oliver is in rehearsal. However,
this is not set in stone.

Act I. Scene 1. Visitor from
New York.

Hannah has flown out
to California to her
ex-husband William to
demand that their 17 year-old daughter return with her to
New York, but things do not go according to plan... A funny
and poignant piece.
Act I. Scene 2. Visitor from Philadelphia.

Ages shown are “playing” ages and American accents are
required where appropriate.

Marvin finds himself in bed with Bunny, a “present” from his
brother. Marvin who is expecting his wife Millie and when
she arrives some delicious farcical moments ensue, as Michael
tries to stop his wife seeing the comatose hooker. He finally
confesses all to Millie, who has her own way of dealing with the
situation. Very funny.

Please do come and audition and don’t get hung up about ages
or accents. There is great potential here for a wonderful range
of character-driven emotions, movement and FUN.
For scripts and info. contact Nikki on 020 3489 1262, 07752
210244 or email packham-in@tiscali.co.uk and after 1
September to 17 September, Pauline Armour.

Act II. Scenes 1 & 2. Visitors from London.
Diana Nichols, an English actress nominated for the Best

EQUUS

Cast:

- PETER SHAFFER

Martin Dysart

Mid 40s) upwards

Alan Strang

Playing age 17 (appears nude)

Frank Strang

Mid 40s

Dora Strang

Early to mid 40s

Psychiatrist

Directed by Tony Jenner

Patient

Auditions Sunday 16th October 2011 at 5:30pm

Alan’s Father

Performance dates: 15th - 23rd June 2012

Alan’s Mother

tonyj@bromleylittletheatre.org 07974 373 873

Hesther Salomon
Magistrate

First performed in 1973 and last seen at Bromley Little Theatre
in 1979, Peter Shaffer’s Equus remains as shocking today as
when it was originally performed. A single act of violence by
Alan Strang places him in conflict with psychiatrist Martin
Dysart, who is forced to reconcile his own world weary views
on his life of normality, his marriage and his career. Whose life
is being laid bare – the patient or the psychiatrist?
Very simple staging will require strong performances from
everyone in the cast. Despite having very strong central roles it
is very much an ensemble piece and indeed the original stage
directions call for the entire cast to be onstage at all times as a
sort of Greek chorus. I don’t intend to adhere to this but there
will be times when everyone will be involved in certain scenes.
List of characters – there is some flexibility in the playing ages

40s to 50s

Jill Mason

Early 20s (appears nude)

Harry Dalton

40s upwards

Stablegirl

Stable Owner

Young Horseman/Nugget
Nurse

Any age

Six Actors/Chorus

Any age

Horses/Cinemagoers
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Any age – physically fit

Twelfth Night

identities and delusions of the characters which translate well
for modern audiences so if Shakespeare’s language worries you,
fear not!

directed by Abi Topley

Cast

Performances 17-25 February 2012

Orsino, a love sick Duke, part silver fox, part public school twit
but with a good heart.
(major role, playing age late 40s/early 50s)

- WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Audition Date 18 September 2011 at 4pm
I am auditioning very early for this production as it is part of
the Royal Shakespeare Company’s Open Stages programme
and there is a skills exchange event happening the next
weekend (24th and 25th September) at the Questors Theatre
Ealing. We have booked twelve places for as many of the
cast as possible to attend the Saturday workshop on acting,
movement, stage combat, voice and text and eight places for as
many of the crew as possible to attend the Sunday workshops
on Directing, Set Design, Lighting ,Sound Design and Stage
Management. The training is provided by RSC practitioners
and is free. Both days run from 9.30- 6. If you are cast there
will be a strong expectation that you attend the workshop as
it is a great opportunity. I will ask people to confirm if they
are able to attend the workshop when auditioning. If you
cannot make the 24th, however, please do not be put off from
auditioning as accommodation can be made.

Valentine, courtier to the Duke, always remains polite but
cynical of Orsino’s latest enthusiasms, incorporating the role of
Curio a second courtier
(minor role, playing age 40s plus)

The Plot

Malvolio, Olivia’s steward, a very serious arrogant puritanical
zealot
(major role 20s)

Olivia, a lady in mourning but actually a bit of a drama queen
and a cougar
(major role, playing age 40s/early 50s)
Sir Toby Belch, Olivia’s drunken Uncle living off her charity,
larger than life and a bit of a charlatan
(major role, playing age 60s+)
Sir Andrew Aguecheek, Sir Toby’s drippy friend attempting to
woo Olivia, a coward and a deluded fool
(major role, playing age 50s/60s)
Maria, Olivia’s maid, clever and opinionated not at all servile
(major role 50s+)

The play is set in Illyria where all but one of the residents are
of a certain age (see approximate playing ages of the characters
below) and are growing old fairly disgracefully. The exception
is the young Puritanical zealot Malvolio determined to set
his mistress Olivia’s house in order but who falls victim to a
rather ingenious plot to discredit him hatched by Olivia’s maid
Maria and enjoyed by Olivia’s drunken Uncle Sir Toby and
his unprepossessing friend Sir Andrew. Olivia at first cuts a
sad figure in mourning for a brother and a father, spurning
the advances of the rather absurd lovesick Duke of Orsino,
an ageing deluded Lothario in love with the idea of love, but
then revealing her cougar tendencies by seducing a very nice
much younger man (who unbeknownst to her is a very nice
much younger girl disguised as a courtier (Cesario), directed
by Orsino to woo Olivia on his behalf.) The girl (Viola) has
been shipwrecked on Illyria and believes her twin brother
(Sebastian) to have drowned and so dresses as a man to give
herself protection and is employed by Orsino with whom she
somewhat improbably falls in love. Sebastian enters the fray
having been rescued by sailor Antonio , is mistaken for Cesario
with comic results. All is finally revealed, love triumphs and
they nearly all live happily ever after, the two serious young
twins infected by their older spouses’ frivolity . Malvolio,
however, remains a very angry young man.

Fabian, a member of Olivia’s household, a jolly simple fellow
(minor role 40s+)
Feste, Olivia’s jester, ironically more sensible than the rest, he’s
a wise fool, Northern accent and a good singing voice desirable
(medium role 50s+)
Viola/Cesario, a shipwrecked gentlewoman who disguises
herself as a young man, earnest and considered
(major role 20s, early 30s)
Sebastian*, Viola’s twin brother, earnest and thoughtful
(medium role 20s, early 30s)
Antonio, Sebastian’s friend and rescuer, somewhat smitten by
the young man
(medium role 30s)
Sea Captain/ Priest, Viola’s rescuer and the man that marries
the two happy couples
(minor role 50s+)
Officer/ various servants, bluff and subservient,
(very minor role, 40s+)
*Please note I am willing to
consider casting a female actor as
Sebastian if I need to in order to
get two actors of similar looks and
stature for the twins.

My Approach
I would like to take the opportunity to explore the comic and
dramatic potential of a clash between generations with the
twist being that it is the older generation who are indulging
themselves whilst the more serious youth try to hold onto their
reason in a confusing, ‘nothing is as it seems’ world. Whilst
there is a lot of typically Shakespearean wordplay in Twelfth
Night much of the humour comes through the mistaken
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Bombshells

Winsome Webster - 50s - 60s.

by Joanna Murray-Smith

A very respectable widow whose week has become a
predictable litany of ritual activities shared with other
widows. She fantasizes about the unexpected.

- Playing dates February 2nd - 5th 2012.
Directed by Jane Lobb
Audition on 18th September at 6pm

Zoe Struthers - late forties upwards (Actress must be a
reasonable singer and dancer).

Bombshells - a sextet of monologues of the lives of six
very different women - written by the award-winning
Australian playwright Joanna Murray-Smith, was
first premiered in this country to great acclaim at the
Edinburgh Festival Fringe in 2004. The production then
successfully transfered to the West-End later that same
year. The play exposes six women balancing their inner
and outer lives with humour and often desperate cunning.
They range in age from a feisty teenager to a 64-year
old widow yearning for the unexpected. Bombshells is
primarily about women on the edge.

An American cabaret singer whose ‘bombshells’ have been
somewhat self-inflicted but hey, she’s sober now (yeah,
right). Vamping - a-la Judy Garland / Lisa Minnelli - she belts
out a genre standard, ‘The Lady Is Back In Town’ ... In the
process she reveals herself to be a needy emotional wreck
that can still pack a powerful showbiz punch.
Overall Bombshells offers an extremely entertaining
insight into the lives of six women living in the western
world today. It’s going to be a hugely enjoyable and fufilling
challenge for us and I hope to see you at the audition on
Sunday 18 September.

“Many of us are trying to lead multiple lives: child, mother,
wife, lover, star, giving small doses of oxygen to each and
imploding under the weight of so many competing roles. The
six women in Bombshells struggle sometimes hilariously,
sometimes tragically, to bridge the chasm between the
wilderness of their inner worlds and the demands of their
outer worlds. And humour, in the end, is our saviour.”

PREVIEWs
The Weir

– Joanna Murray-Smith

by Conor McPherson

The characters

Thursday 27th to Sunday 30th
October.

I have put in the approximate ages of the characters - but
don’t let that put you off auditioning for a role - a good
character actress would be able to play any of these women.
It is a possibility that parts may be doubled with an actress
playing more than one role.

Cast

Jack: John Barrass

Valerie: Jo Gleeson

Meryl Louise Davenport - thirty-something.

Brendan: Euan Williams

Mother of three who hits the ground running too early in the
morning to meet the needs of her baby, of little Amy with a
cold who needs to know how many countries there are in
Africa, and of Ben who hates school. What Mum needs is a
coffee.

Jim: (awaiting confirmation)
Finbar: John Gilligan

Good Evening Ladies and Gentlemen. Welcome to The
Weir. Spend an evening at a small bar located on a farm
in rural Ireland where the proprietor, three other local
men, and a woman new to the area meet, drink, and tell
stories. The banter consists of friendly local talk and
gossip that is uneventful in itself, but overall reveals the
characters’ isolation and the figurative ghosts that haunt
them. The Weir provides the setting for storytelling at its
very best - half based in truth and lies, myth and legend,
faith and scepticism, humour and tragedy. The Weir clearly
demonstrates how we all make our choices based on what
we believe. Grab a glass and settle down in the bar with
Brendan, Jack, Finbar, Jim and newcomer Valerie while
they regale you with stories that span the generations from
ancient folk tales to modern myths. The craic is on and the
drink is flowing, wont you join us for a short one?

Tiggy Entwhistle - late thirties - fifties.

A cactus lover bravely attempting to rise above her
relationship crisis after her husband Harry ran off with a
much younger flibbertigibbet.
Mary O’Donnell - Teenager (Actress must be a reasonable
singer and dancer)

Egomaniacal Irish schoolgirl Mary lives for the annual talent
quest. Now, clad in her home-made costume, she is all set
to perform “O’Shaughnessy” from CATS - until she discovers
Angela McTerry is doing it too.
Theresa McTerry - 20s - 40s.

An increasingly disillusioned bride on her wedding day
shares her delirious happiness as she dons her frock and
approaches the altar and her future with Ted.
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Brassed Off

The Glass Menagerie

adapted by Paul Allen

by Tennessee Williams

Friday October 7 to Saturday October 15 .
Please note there will be an additional matinee
performance at 2-30 on Saturday 15th October.
th

Friday November 11th to Saturday November 19th

th

Tennessee Williams is now recognised as one of the
greatest twentieth century American playwrights who
changed the direction of world theatre. Perhaps the most
influential play to kick start that change was The Glass
Menagerie It is still today one of Tennessee Williams most
popular plays.
One of the reasons that Williams’ play remains popular
is that it still feels remarkably fresh due to it containing
many revolutionary theatrical devises. Williams’ called it a
‘memory play’ and uses the character of Tom as a narrator
to highlight that the audience is witnessing a selection
of past events. The plays’ structure is episodic; although
there is a narrative arc through the play, it is essentially
constructed as a series of scenes over a period of time
and Williams’ never concerns himself with informing the
audience about how much time as elapsed between them.

Director: Pauline Armour
Musical Director: John
Hargreaves – Beckenham
Concert Band
Cast:
Shane - Richard Stewart
Phil – Steve Williams
Sandra – Julie Binysh
Danny – Dan Armour
Harry – Bob Etherington
Jim – Tim O’Keefe
Rita – Kay O’Dea
Vera – Emma Kerby-Evans
Andy – Chris Learmonth
Gloria – Ami Williamson
Craig – Oliver Barrass and Sacha O’Keefe
Melody – TBC
Bailiffs and nurses – the company
Musicians – Beckenham Concert Band

The play is very lyrical, at time comic, at times poetic,
frustrating and heartbreakingly sad.
The story of the play is very autobiographical. Abandoned
by her husband, Amada Wingfield comforts herself with
recollections of her earlier, more gracious life in Blue
Mountain when she was pursued by ‘gentleman callers’.
Her son Tom, a poet with a job in a warehouse, longs
for adventure and escape from his mother’s suffocating
embrace, while Laura, her shy crippled daughter, has her
glass menagerie and her memories. Amanda is desperate
to find her daughter a husband, but when the long awaited
gentleman caller does arrive, Laura’s romantic illusions are
crushed.

It is 1994 and the last great round of pit closures is coming
to a climax. As Grimley Colliery prepares to ballot miners
on the Coal Board’s redundancy offer, a huge question
mark hangs over the local brass band: “Can’t have a colliery
band wi’out a colliery, can you?” says veteran miner and
double bass player, Harry. They’re ready to pack it in, but
then a new flugelhorn player wanders into the practice
room. Gloria Mullins plays like a dream and has unfinished
business with a young tenor horn player – they last saw
each other round the back of the bus station when they
were both fourteen.

We have a wonderful cast to bring this play to the stage.
Alex Marshall will return to BLT, after his debut in The
Talented Mr Ripley to play son Tom. We then welcome
a real live mother and daughter, Sue Williams to play
mother Amanda, and her daughter Laura Kenward to play
daughter Laura. Andrew Newbon, you will remember
Andrew’s starring role in The Graduate, completes the cast
as Jim the gentleman caller.

The play is seen through the memory of Shane, now an
adult, re-telling the events of 1994 when he was 8 years
old. His father and mother are at their wits’ end, crippled
by debt incurred when Phil, the father, was jailed and
suspended during the miners’ strike ten years before.
Can their marriage survive the knock of the bailiffs at
the door? Phil’s father, Danny, Shane’s grandfather, is the
band’s conductor, who sees no reason why 100 years of
history shouldn’t reach its climax this year at the National
Championship finals at the Albert Hall, pit or no pit. But
Danny has also inherited a terrible legacy from a lifetime
down the pit himself.

Brassed Off is a fast-paced and often very funny play
whose subject is tragedy but whose success lies in making
audiences feel good nevertheless. It is full of Yorkshire
character and language but also has immensely powerful
musical set pieces as Grimley – pit, band and community –
fights to survive and to mean something amid the political
realities of 1994. Bromley Little Theatre in collaboration
with John Hargreaves and local brass musicians is thrilled
to bring this moving story to our audience members. The
cast is large, the subject matter engaging, so we have added
a matinee performance on the final Saturday. We advise
you to book early.

The Glass Menagerie, Tennessee William’s evocation of
loneliness and lost love is one of his most powerful and
moving plays, don’t miss it.
Cast:

Tom: Alex Marshall

Amanda: Sue Williams
Laura: Laura Kenward
Jim: Andrew Newbon
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2011

Diary
Dates
9th - 17th September

Whipping It Up

by Steve Thompson
Directed by Tim Hinchliffe
18th September

Auditions

California Suite 2pm
Twelfth Night 4pm
7th - 15th October

Brassed Off

by Paul Allen
(from the film by Mark Herman)
Directed by Pauline Armour
16th October

Auditions

March Production 3.30pm
Jerusalem 5.30pm

A

Flea Ear
in
her

I� T�� B��

27th - 30th October

The Weir

by Conor McPherson
Directed by Wayne Sheridan

11th - 19th November

The Glass Menagerie
by Tennessee Williams
Directed by Robert Dilks
9th - 17th December

Oliver!

by Lionel Bart
Directed by Paul Johnson
NB: No show on Sundays except for The Weir
For the latest details on BLT’s 2011 shows
and auditions, please visit our website:

www.bromleylittletheatre.org
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